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Abstract. This paper presents an expert system that interprets seismic data from Norway's regional
seismic array, NOP_SS, for underground nuclear weapons test ban treaty verification, Three im-
portant _pdcts of the expert system are (1) it emulates the problem solving behavior of the human
seismic analyst using an Assumption Based Truth Maintenance System, (2) it acts as an assistant
to the human analyst by automatically interpreting and presenting events for review, and (3) it
enables the analyst to interactively query the system's chain of reasoning and manually perform an
interpretation• The general problem of seismic treaty verification is described. The expert system
is presented in terms of knowledge representation structures, assumption based reasoning system,
user interface elements, and initial performance results.

I. INTRODUCTION

The monitoring and interpretationof seismicevents isthe most reliablemeans
availableto verifycompliance with treatiesregulatingunderground nuclearweapons
testing.However, monitoring for a Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) or Low
Yield Test Ban Treaty (LYTBT) increase3the requirements on current verification
technology.

To evade treaty provisions, nuclear tests would be designed to produce weak
seismic signals. These low signal to noise ratio (SNR) events can be hidden in
background noise or occur in conjunction with other seismic events. To address
this problem sensor technologies offering lower detection levels and improved SNR
must be used. However, lowering the detection threshold increases the number of
events which must be examined. Our experience indicates up to 20,000 events a
year may need t_ be analyzed from Norway's experimental seismic array, NORESS.
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Such events include earthquakes and chemical explosions as well as possible nuclear
explosions. Each event must be analyzed to determine if it contained a clandestine
nuclear test. There are few experts available for this type of interpretation problem:
Therefore, reliable verification of a CTBT or LYTBT will require an automated
system for interpreting and classifying seismic events. Such a system, called SEA
(Seismic Event Analyzer), is described in the remainder of this paper.

The following section gives an overview of the treaty verification research sys-
tem at LLNL and motivates our expert systems approach to the problem of seismic
interpretation. Sections 4 and 5 exa_ne the problem solving strategy used by seis-
mologists and relate this strategy to belief revision. SEA's knowledge representation
and assumption based reasoning schemes are presented in sections 6 and 7. Finally,
we present our user interface, some of our implementation experiences, and answer
the question, "Does it work?"

d

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
.,

The expert system, SEA, analyzes seismic data from an experimental seismic
array called NORESS located in eastern Norway about 100 Km north of Oslo as
shown in Figure 1 (Breding, 1986). SEA presently interprets data from 25 sensors
deployed in four concentric rings, the lax.gest being about 3 Km in diameter.

Figure 1. The Norwegian regional seismic array (NORESS). The inset shows
the geometry of NORESS with 25 sensors.
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" ' _s shown in Figure 2, we receive seismic data from Norway via satellite and archive
it onto an optical disk. It is then processed by an event detection program which ex-
amines the rawsensor data for a possible seismic event. The event detector program
generates an event file for each seismic event detected and sends it via Ethernet to
the Sun workstation where the expert system performs the event interpretation.
SEA stores the results of the interpretation process in a disk file, giving the seiS-
mologist the option to either review the interpretations as they are generated or at
a later time.

During the review process, the seismic analyst can examine the chain of rea-
soiling the expert system followed, the waveforms before and after applications of
signal processing, nad the information comprising an interpretation. The analyst
can interactively add new information and direct the expert system to make ad-
ditional interpretations or modify existing ones. The analyst can also develop an
interpretation manually (i.e. without the aid of the expert system) to produce a
"second opinion." This philosophy makes maximum Use of automation while leaving
the final decision to the analyst. SEA*s _interpretation knowledge was obtained by
observing and interviewing seismologists who work with NORESS and is comprised
of general seismological knowledge as well as knowledge specific to the NORESS
array.

3. A KNOWLEDGE-BASED SOLUTION

3.1 Improved Performance

Previous attempts to automate the task of seismic data analysis using tradi-
tional programming techniques rely almost entirely on the algorithmic use of signal
processing., for example see Mykkeltveit (1984). Human analysts outperform these
programs by using their knowledge about regional propagation characteristics and
patterns in the signal or noise to judiciously apply signal processing while forming
an interpretation. The human analyst also considers non-geologic information such
as the shooting schedule of mines and the breaking up of river 1ce in the spring. The
Knowledge Based system approach enabled us to capture this regional knowledge
and drive the signal processing in a pattern driven fashion.

3.2 Incomplete and Uncertain Signal Data

Signal data a_'iving at a seismic station is characterized at best as incomplete
or uncertain. To evade the provisions of a Test Ban Treaty, nuclear tests would be
designed to generate weak or possibly altered seismic signals. Depending on the
position of the sensors and the path the signals take through the earth, a sensor
may not detect all the phases generated by an event. In addition, phases which do
arrive may be errorful (intentionally or unintentionally) so that phase measurements
and identification are uncertain. These forms of incompleteness and uncertainty are
present in non-nuclear events as well. Using a Knowledge B_e Systems approach,
we are able to treat this error and uncertainty as a natural part of the problem
solving process. This approach has been useful in a number of image, speech, and
signal interpretation systems, most notably Hearsay-li (Erman, 1980), and is an
alternative to more traditional programming teclmiques where errors result in fatal
or exceptional conditions.
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3:.a Rapid Prototyping

In our research environment we are concerned with quickly determining the
feasibility of the approach while delivering a useful tool. An advantage of the
Knowledge Based systems approach is that the architecture supports a knowledge
base which will evolve through the life of the system. Initially we developed a
proof-of-concept prototype system which has evolved over the past two years into
an on-line system which is capable of analyzing real-time satellite data transmissions
24 hours a day.

4. PROBLEM DOMAIN

The goal of seismic data interpretation is to creat,e a hypothesis about the num-
ber and location of events which would generate the signals present in a seismogram.

, To understand how this is done, it helps to visualize what happens during a seismic
event.

As a seismic event releases energy, it sets up a number of characteristic waves,
or phases, which propagate along various paths through the earth (see Figure 3).

rust

Mantle _'_

Figure 3. Seismic waves separate and take distinct paths through the earth

Because these waves don't travel the same distance and propagate at the same
velocity, they arrive at the seismic sensor at different times. Longitudinal waves
(called P.for priraus) arrive first, followed by transverse waves (S for secundus) and
then surface waves (named after their discoverers Rayleigh and Love)(see Figure
4). It is this difference in arrival time which enables a seismologist to estimate
the distance of an event. The further apart the phases are, the farther they had
to travel to reach the station. Direction is determined using a number of phase



_aracteristics calculated wi'th signal processing tools. The location of a
l seismic

source is then estimated umng distance and direction.
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Figure 4. Seismogram depicting three distinct wave arrivals.

However, formation of an interpretation is further complicated when signals
from multiple overlapping events arrive at the station. Not edl phases from the
events will arrive, and those that do arrive can be of poor quality. In order to form
an interpretation, the seismologist needs to identify phase type and associate phases
as belonging to the same event. Furthermore, the events that are of most interest
have a low signed tc, noise ratio. In essence, a seismologist finds an interpretation
byhypothesizing aad testing interpretations. Figure 5 shows the overall process
used by the seismologist in analyzing a seismic event, In general, the process is one
of sequentially buil(_Linga .series of partied interpretations, each an extension of one
before it. Each pax'tied interpretation is checked for consistency and discarded if
shown to be inconsistent.
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Figure 5. General interpretation process used by seismologist in analyzing a
seismic event

Initially a core set of signal processing routines are applied to the seismic data.
This yields information that is used to make an initial set of partial interpretations.
These form the basis for additional signal processing to be done that will be used to
extend the partial interpretation. This cycle continues until a partial interpretation
is disproved or extended to a full interpretation. A full interpretation that has not
been disproved constitues a valid interpretation of the seismic data.

5. TRUTH MAINTENANCE SYSTEM

J

The process whereby a seismologist hypothesizes a partial interpretation and
determines its validity can be formally described by a belief revision system. A
partial interpretation is disproved if the belief in its validity leads to a contradiction.
For example, it is known that a Pn phase must have a velocity of greater than 6
Km/sec. Suppose that it is believed that a phase is Pn in a partial interpretation and
that gives rise to a inference chain resulting in the fact that the phase has a velocity

' less that 6 Km/sec. Then it must be the case that the belief is incorrect and the
artial interpretation is discarded. _Ikuth maintenance systems (TMS) [DOYL79]
ave been shown to handle this kind of belief revision by maintaining records about

' dependencies between facts and detectingcontradictionsamong believed fac_ SEA
uses a particular form of TMS called an assumption based TMS (ATMS) [DEi(L84].

Typically, ATMSs are most appropriate in situations where there are a number
of solutions and .all must be found. In situations where there is only one solution or
where only one mast be found an ArMS is not as efficient as a TMS[DEKL84]. In
theory, there is a tingle correct interpretation of a given seismic event. However, in
practice multiple interpretations are unavoidable. In fact, seismologists are unable
to arrive at a single interpretation when there is insufficient information to exclude
invalid interpretations. Multiple valid interpretations from SEA indicate that there
are not enough rules to reject invalid interpretations.



" "' ,_. KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION SCHEME

6.1 SEMANTIC NETWORK

A semaatic network formalism is used as the representation scheme for a seismic
interpretation. As shown in Figure 6, links are directed and go fl'om a single node to
a single node. There are two types of nodes; atomic nodes and non-atomic nodes.
Non-at0mic nodes represent seismological concepts such as EVENT, PHASE, or
SEGMENT. Atomic nodes are used to represent a value, such as begin-time or
number-of-phases, and only have links pointing into them.

EVENT

number-of-phaae,, has-phase

has-pllase

PHASE-1 PHASE-2

has-segmenl phase-ld

( SECO,lENT

begin-time end-lime

Figure 6. The Semantic Network indicates the EVENT has 2 PHASES.
PHASE-1 is shown with its begin and end thnes.

For the purpo_ of accessing and processing the network in a rule, we define
a fact to be a <node, link, node > triple. A network is completely specified by
the set of facts that it contmns. Thus the net in Figure 6 consists of the _cts

<EVENT, number-of-phases, 2>

<EVENT, has-phase, PHASE-I>

<EVENT, has-phase, PHASE-2>

<PHASE-I, has-segment, SEGMENT>

<PHASE-I, phase-id, Pn>

<SEGMENT, begin-time, 121>
<SEGMENT, end-time, 190>
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, ," ,' @'.2 IF-THEN RULES

. IF-THEN rules are the knowledge representation scheme used to encode the
interpretation knowledge. Each rule has the form _ '

(_le-name pa_er11, action ),

During program execution, the pa_er_ portion of rules are matched against the
nodes and links of the semantic network to determine which rules will have their
action portion executed. Consider a rule to compute the velocity of a Pn phase
using the semantic network in Figure 6.

( c omput e-vel o ci ty,f or-Pn
((EVENT has-phase PHASE-I)
(PHASE-I phase-id Ph))
(ASSERT (PHASE-1 velocity (compute-vel-using-beamform))))

The pa_e_ portion of the rule matches the facts describing an EVENT which has
a PHASE whose phase-ld is Ph. The action is to invoke a function (which may be
written in LISP, C or FORTRAN) to compute the phase's velocity using a signal
processing technique, beaznforming. The computed vtdue is then added into the
network as the fact <PHASE-I, velocity, value> via the "ASSERT" function..

7. ASSUMPTION BASED REASONER,

The assumption based reasoning techniques of SEA are a hybrid of the con-
cepts found in [STALL71] and [DEKL84]. The system tags each deduced fact with
a justification indicating the rule and antecedent facts used to create it and the as.
sumptions under which the fact is belie,¢ed. This information is useful in providing
an explanation facility as well as a trace of rule operation for debugging and under-
standing the system's behavior. This same information is also used to determine
the current set of beliefs and in implementing dependency-directed backtracking.

The ATMS is composed of an assumption database and TMS rules. Control of
rule firings is achieved in a forward chaining manner, using antecedent demons to
monitor the facts data base and instantiation queues to control the order of rule
firings.

i

7.2 The Assumptions Data Base

The Assumptions Data Base contains an assumption Set for each fact inferred
into the Semantic Network. The assumption set for a fact indicates the assumptions
upon which its belief ultimately depends (i.e. a fact is believed if its assumption
set is believed). More formally, an assumption set is defined to be a subset of the
known facts

F = {fl,f2,...,fn}

Thus, the set of assumption sets is the power set of F. An assumption set A is
labelled either BELIEVED or DISBELIEVED. BELIEVED means that facts of A
are consistent with one another, i.e. they can all be believed at the same time.
DISBELIEVED means that the facts of A are inconsistent, i.e. they can not ali be

8
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' ' ,Selieved at the same time. Let A and B be assumption set,_ with A C B. If A is
DISBELIEVED then B must a/so be DISBELIEVED since the subset, of facts of A
that cause it to be DISBELIEVED will a/so be in B.

Eaz.h fact f has an assumption set A(f) associated with it. In essence, f is
believed if AIr ) is BELIEVED and is disSelieved if A(f) is DISBELIEVED. The
manner in which assumption sets are assigned to _acts, their labels _ad possible
subsequent re-labelling provides the mechanism by which assumption based rea_on-
mg or assumption based truth maintenaace is realized. When a rule fires there is
the set of antecedent facts al, ..., a,, and the set of created facts Cl,..., cm . Each c;
can be created by one of three action_ each producing a different value for A(ci).
The actions and the values for A(c_) are:

ASSERT(c )

=

ASSUME(c{)

A(ci) = Uj"__.IA(aj) + c

GIVEN(ci)

=

For example, consider the following inferences

.L --+ GIVEN(a), GIVEN(b), GIVEN(c)

a A b --+ ASSUME(d)

d A c _ ASSERT(e)

This gives rise to < fact, assumptionset > pairs

<e,abcd>

<d, abd>

<a,a> <b,b> <c,c>

i

7.3 Truth Maintenance R,ules

The right hand side actions f,hus far have been concerned with creating facts.
The system is monotonic in that facts are never deleted. Non-monotonic reasoning
is achieved by changing the label value of an assumption set. This is accomplished
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• " tiir0ugh a special class of rules called TMS rules. TMS rules take the same form
as icference rules. In a TMS rule, pattern specifies a group of believed facts which
constitute an inconsistency. If the pattern successfully matches against the semantic
network, au inconsistency among facts has occurred and the action CONTRADICT
is invoked to repair the Assumptions Data Base.

For example, if the instantiation

al,a2,...,a, _ CONTRADICT

fires, then the assumption set Uj_IA(ai) is marked DISBELIEVED. In the
above example, suppose we now have

b A c -.-+CONTRADICT

The assumption sets {b, c} as well as {a,b, c, d} are marked DISBELIEVED _
Thus, the fact e that was BELIEVFD is now DISBELIEVED.

To illustrate in terms of the seismic domain, suppose after computing the veloc-
ity for the phase in the "compute-velocity-for-Pn" rule from section 6.2 we realize
the value contradicts the belief that the phase-id is Pn. The following truth main-
tenance rule encodes the inconsistency between the two facts.

(Pn-velocity-consistency
(Believed (EVENT has-phase PHASE-i)

(PHASE-I phase-ld Pn)
(PHASE-I velocity < 6.5))

(CONTKJLDICT))

r

At this point, the assumption sets for the facts involved are no longer believed.
Any other facts dependent upon these assumptions become disbelieved as well.

. Initially, all facts are Unknown, meaning they do not exist in the database yet and
are neither Believed or Disbelieved. A created fact will have the status Believed
um;il its assumption set becomes involved in a contradiction.

7.4 Queue-orier, ted Control

Control of rule firing is achieved using antecedent demons to monitor the facts
data base and instantiation queues for inference and truth maintenance rules. Rules
are implemented as instantiation frames whose slots are variables waiting to be
bound..Tnitially instantiations are unsatisfied and reside in the "unsatisfied" quetie.
Each time a fact is added to the data base, the antecedent demon tries to satisfy
instantiation slots using the fact as a variable binding. Once all slots are finally
satisfied, the rule is triggered and can do one of two useful things: detect a contra-
diction or.'create new facts.

10
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Contradiction rule instantiatlons move to the "TMSoreadyoto-fire" queue where
they will all be executed in the current inference cycle. Inference rule instantiations
on the other hand move to the "INF-ready-to-fire" queue and may not fire imineS.
ately, since they are subject to prioritization. Inference instantiations are inserted
into the queue in the order in which they are to fire, the top-most instantiation
being the next to fire.

,

Once a rule has fired, the instantiation moves the "already-fired" queue. Hence
the queues provide a complete memory of how rules were applied in solving a par-
titular problem instance.

!

IXlgEY3:_ Already-
CLJELE Fired

CLE.E

Figure 7 Instantiations frames migrate among queues dm'ing program execu-
tion.

7.5 Belief Revision During Pattern Matching

During the time an instantiation iswaiting to be complete satisfied, the belief
status of the previously bound variables may change. Hence after each submatch
U_=lA(ai ) is checked, where k is the number of submatches so far. If it is DIS-

BELIEVED then Uik_lA(ai) will be DISBELIEVED and the instantiation may be
discarded and moved" to the "NOGOOD-instantiation" queue. This prevents any
further pattern matching on. partially instantiated rules that can never fire. A sim-
ilar circumstance can occur while a satisfied inference rule is waiting to be fired, in
the "INF-ready-to, fire" queue.

This inferencing technique will find all consistent interpretations and is inde.-
pendent of the order in which instantiations fire. However, the order has a profound
effect on the amount of time required to find these interpretations. Recall that if
assumption sets A and B are such that A C B and A is DISBELIEVED then B is
DISBELIEVED. Suppose al, ,., an- > c where c is ASSERTed or ASSUMEd and
U_'=lA(al ) is DISBELIEVED. Then A(c) must also be DISBELIEVED. The com-
Portents of c may require expensive computations that are ultimately wasted since

11
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" "' c_isDISBELIEVED.This uselesswork is eliminatedby checkingUrr_lA(ai) before
the action of the instantiation isevaluated. Ifit is DISBELIEVED the instantiation
is discarded and c is nevercreated.

,,

7.6 Observations
d

in general, there is more than one interpretation generated for each event. This
introduces the problem of assigning a confidence measurement of interpretations
derived by the system. The usual approach taken in expert systems is to provide
confidence values to facts that are in turn derived from the rule and confidence

values of antecedent facts [S.I-IORT76]. In an assumption based system a single fact
may have multiple combinations of rules and antecedent facts each inferring the fact
or its negation. Therefore, the credibility of a single fact will depend on all rules
and antecedent fact credibilities. Thenature of this dependability has not been

. addressed, although the analysis found in [GINS84] may be applicable.

SEA uses a different approach in determining interpretation credibilities. In
essence, the strategy in evaluating an interpretation is to make all possible infer-
ences about an interpretation trying to find a reason to discard it. Althoughrules
may vary in discrimination power, in general the more inferences made without
encountering a contradiction the more credible the interpretation becomes. There-
fore, the total number of inferences made on an interpretation is a measure of the
interpretation's credibility.

A single contradiction is enough to cause work on an interpretation to halt. It
is often the case, however, that there are several contradictions that can be gener-
ated for an interpretation. Due to the assumption based architecture it is possible
to find some or all of these contradictions. A single fact can have severn: DISBE-
LIEVED assumption sets. Even after inferencing has stopped for an interpretation
assumption sets that support factn already in the interpretation can be marked DIS-
BELIEVLD. The total number of contradictions associated with an interpretation
provides a measure of an interpretation's incredibility.

8. USER INTERFACE

SEA is designed to operate in two fundamental modes: automatic and interac-
tive. When started in automatic mode SEA processes events in real-time without
human interaction. From interactive mode, SEA can be used as an assistant for
manually processing seismic data, or may be used by an analyst to review results

' processed during automated operation.

The analyst reviews events processed in automated operation by running SEA
in its interactive mode. In this mode, the display screen is divided into five windows
(shown in Figure 8):

1. Logo Window- The Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory's logo
and the Expert System's title are displayed in this window.

12
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2. Editor Window- The editor Emacs is used to run and communicate
_.'th SEA. Progress of evem interpretation, such as names of the rules
that execute, hlgh-level results of signal processing, and debugging in-
fo.r.mation, is displayed in this window. Rules and system code may be
edited and debugged in Emacs Without having to exit SEA.

p

3. Semantic NetWork Display Window- Once an event interpretation has
been made, information from the semantic network associated with that
event is graphically displayed in this window. The displayed informa-
tion is organized in a hierarchical fashion reflecting its structure in the
semantic network.

4: Waveform Display Stack - Three windows, stacked upon each other,
are used to display results of signal processing during interpretation.

. A waveform is displayed by scrolling the top two windows down, and
plotting the new waveform in the top window. This stacking mechanism
provades a historical overview of signal processing activity during event

ime_pretation.

5. FK Analysis Contour Display Window - This window displays a con-
toured image of the surface resulting from frequency-wavenumber (FK)
analysis. This analysis technique is used to determine the direction and
velocity of a seismic phase and the image displayed in this window pro-
vides feedback on the quality of the direction/velocity estimate.

The analyst's input to SEA's interactive interface i_ performed primarily by
pointing and selecting with the workstation's mouse. Waveforms may be examined
and selected with the mouse for analysis, information may be obtained about items
in the semantic network by "clicking" the mouse in specific regions of the semantic
network display, and several actions can be invoked through the use of menus.

At the beginning of nn interactive session, SEA presents a menu of events that
are available for review. When an event is selected from the menu, SEA reads the
event's data with any results saved from automated processing. SEA processes the
event in a manner identical to automatic mode, but runs faster when results are
available from a previous analysis.

Once processing completes, a menu of interpretations is displayed with the word
. "CONSISTENT" beside an interpretation if it is believed, or the word "INCON-

SISTENT" if it is disbelieved. Selecting an interpretation from the menu displays
the event waveform with superimposed phase information on the waveform display
stack, and associated information from the semantic network is displayed in the
semantic network display window. Furthermore, if the selected interpretation is
disbelieved, _he inconsistencies that caused the interpretation to be disbelieved are
also shown in the semantic network display window.

13
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' ' _. DOES IT WORK?

We have begun to perform extensive testing to determine if SEA will acceptably
perform the task it was designed for and identify areas of further improvement in
the processing strategy, know-ledge representation, and user ,nterface. Inltlal results
obtained from testing during development and operating in real-time follow,

9.1 Developmental Testing

Arc:hived da(_a was used during the development and refinement of SEA's rule
set to determine how close the system followed the expert's reasoning m estimating
event locations, and how efficiently the system used time expensive computations
in the interpretation process. Several events from the archived data exhibiting a
variety, of signal conditions and source locations form the basis of a test set used to
de_ermine how changes in the rules effect the overall interpretation performance.

This off-line processi_c has enabled us to correct and tune the interpretation
strategy employed by SEA. Our experience now shows that the system has evolved
enought to analyze events and estimate source locations with a high degree of re-
liability. Some events from the test data set are shown in Figure 9, and illustrate
the variety of events the system must be able to interpret.

Event19871268 35

I.°I.I ' I " I , I ' J , 11 , l_i

0.5"i _I
i

-

-0,5

-I0 I. , . I ...... I , I , I ,, L I_ , !_J
'300 350 400 450 500 550 600

Even{19862478 35
-i'-'--r"--__. _.

i:Li 1i. '
0 lO0 200 .xO0 400

0.0: Event1986247ii 24

I J ! 1 1 • '! I I , I '1' I , I ! "! ,_o,o, I

l

o,oo 'l-0,01

-0,02' I _ , a I L _ , I 1 x , I ......... I
0 100 200 300 400

Figure 9. Events from the test data set include a Teleseismic P (top), an
event from Southern Norway (middle), and an event from a mining explosion in
the Leningrad region of the USSR (bottom). Events are labeled with the Green-
wich Mean Time (year, Julian day, hour, and minute) associated with the beginning
of the data file.
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The first event (1987 126 8 35) is from an announced Soviet underground nuclear
test at the USSR Semipalatinsk Test Site. The interpretation provided by SEA
characterized the event as a teleseisrnlc P phase (indicating a source distance near
Or greater than 2000 Km) with an estimate d velocity of 16.5 Km/s and a bearing
ofS0 degrees Northeast. Our domain expert interpreted the event using a different
set of analysis tools m_d obtained a similar characterization with a velocity of 16.8
Km/s. Analysis of the second event (1986 247 8 35) by SEA characterized the
event_as a Pn/Lg combination, Bad estimated the location of the source at latitude
59.3 degrees north, 10ngltude 9.6 degrees east (in Southern Norway). The location
provided 'by the expert was 59.2 degrees north, 9.4 degrees east. The final event
.(1986 247 11 24) was interpreted by the expert system as a Pn/Sn/Lg combination
located at 61.1 degrees north, and 29.0 degrees east (in the Leningrad region of the
USSR,). The expert's interpretation concurs with SEA's, locating the event at 60.0

' degrees north, and 29.6 degrees east.

, 9.2 Real-time Testing

To determine how SEA would perform in an operational envirmanent, SEA was
run nearly continuous for five days in on-line automated mode. While the automated
system was interpreting real-time data, SEA's interactive facilities were used to
review the automated mode's interpretations and arrive at final conclusions for
each detection processed. During the evaluation period, the event detection process
was triggered eighty four times by the real-time data stream and sent the event
detection to SEA for interpretation. A summary of the results of this evaluation is
presented, in Table 1,

-t .............. 4 4"

+ Total events detected + 84 +
+--- ........................... 4"...... +

+ False alarms + Sl +
+ ................ _

+ Events missed + 2 +

+ Unacceptable interpretations + 5 +
+........ t

+ Acceptable interpretations + 46 +

Table 1. Summary of real-time evaluation.

Over one third of the detections were attri]-lted to false alarms which are typi-
cally caused by abnormalities such as errors introduced in data transmission, or are
a result of surface waves produced by a seismic source local to the array such as
a car or train. SEA has demonstrated the ability to reject most detections caused
by data abnormalities. False alarms caused by local sources usually lack the phases
necessary to locate the source, but when detected by SEA, are interpreted as single
phase events. Since the number of false alarms increases significantly as the de-
tection threshold is decreased, the proper handling of false alarms is important in
prioritizing and filtering interpretations presented for review.
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...... SEA clearly' missed two events, both teleseismic P phases with low signal to noise
ratios, We have since modified the processing that the expert system uses to detect
such phases, and are encouraged by the initial results, Five interpretations were
not acceptable without refinement by the expert but in each case the interpretation
that waz provided was useful in drawing the fin d conclusions,

The remaining forty six interpretations SEA produced in automated mode were
considered acceptable by our domain expert. Distances of the events processed
range from 50 to over 1000 Km and a large number of directions were covered,
Those events that were not teleseismic are shown by location in Figure 10, Areas
with a large numbers of detections (indicated by clusters of *'s) suggest frequent
seismic activity such as that produced by mining or construction,

<

f
/

/

\

Figure 10. Event locations provided by SEA's automated mode.

Results observed from off-line developmental testing and real-time operation are
very encouraging, and tend to indicate that SEA does an acceptable job interpreting
and locating seismic events using the NORESS array. More evaluation is planned
for SEA, including a comparison of results obtained from other agencies using the
NORESS array.
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' '' :1:0 Impl nt ti. eme a on
b

SEA was originally prototyped on a Symbo!ics 3600 LISP Machine using ZE-
TALISP, Flavors, and the Symbolics LISP Development Environment. The system
was ported to the Sun Microsystems family of workstations under Common LISP
for delivery. The Sun UNIX environment is based on the MIT X Window System,
and the GNU Emacs editor. Several parts of the original system were rewritten
in C o_ FORTRAN, and axe accessed from LISP through a foreign function inter-
face. The expert system requires approximately twenty to twenty, five megabytes
of virtual memory, and performs well with eight to sixteen megabytes of physical
memory. SEA requires a floating point coprocessor for signal processing, and has
support for the Sun floating point accelerator,

The major components of SEA are shown in Table 2 below.
+ ............................ 4 ........ O.

+ Module + Implementation Language +
+ ........................... 4 ...... -- e-

+ ATMS Inference Engine + LISP +
+............................. + ............................ +

+ Signal and Image Proc. + C, FDRT_N, LISP +
+ ............................. + .......-- - ............-.--- . +

+ Graphics + C, LISP +
+............................. +.............................. +
+ File I/O, Network I/O + C, CSH +
+................ - 4 ---

+ Seismic Specific Support + LISP +
+.............................. +.........

+ Site Specific Support + LISP +
+...................... _ _._ __. +............................ +

+ Rules + LISP Based Production Rule +

+ + Langauge +
+ ............... + .............. + •

Table 2. SEA Component Modules and the Implementation Languages

11. SUMMARY

' We have presented the SEA expert system as an intelligent -assistant for the
task of seismogram analysis for test ban treaty verification, The program archi-
tecture of the expert system enabled us to mimic the problem solving behavior of

' the seismologist when analyzing the NORESS data. While the system is still un-
dergoing further testing and development, our preliminary results indicate expert
systems are a viable technology to be used in automatically analyzing the enormous
amount of data necessary, for seismic verification, We are also cu_en_,ly developing
a distributed Assumption-based Truth Maintenance System for using a group of the
expert systems to interpret data from a network of seismic stations (Mason, 1986).
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